Friday 4th March 2022
Contact us
Phone: 01323 841466
Email: office@hawkesfarmacademy.org

Dear parents and carers,
Term 4 has started incredibly positively. The children have settled well back into school, which is clear to
see in each of our focused and purposeful classroom environments.

What a reading focused few weeks it has been!
Over the past couple of weeks, we have delighted in welcoming (albeit virtually) poet Brian Moses to offer
our children a workshop. During the workshop, the children listened to a range of his poems, learnt about
his life and were able to ask him questions. You will notice that there is an article about Brian’s workshop,
written by budding journalist, Ivy!
In recent weeks, our school library has been reopened! It’s been a long and tiresome process (mainly for
the Friends of Hawkes Farm, who we offer an abundance of thanks to!) but the library is now up and
running! Many of you will have seen that your children have returned home with a library book, or two,
from our library. Soon, once library cards have been issued, parents will be able to see the titles of the
books that are out on loan, making book management much easier for you. We are hopeful to open the
library up for more sessions throughout the day, offering further opportunities for our children to access
books and reading.
In the lead up to World Book Day, our children (and from the looks of things, much of our parent
community) have been captivated by the mysterious masked readers! We hope that you have enjoyed
joining in with the fun of guessing who each of our readers were! Were you able to guess them all? You’ll
find all of the answers contained in this newsletter, and the Masked Reader reveal video can be found on
our Facebook page.
What a treat it was to welcome our children into school today wearing their wonderful (and some quite
creative) outfits! I lost count of how many Harry Potters there were! Thank you for supporting the children
in looking so fab! A large part of the day was spent taking part in reading activities, which the children
through themselves into. The day culminated in the opportunity for shared reading across the classes. It
has been a great day of reading! The children have loved it!
We hope that your children have enjoyed taking part in the events of the past couple weeks. Each time I
write a new newsletter article, I am reminded of the many fun, engaging and rewarding events that your
children have the opportunity to take part in!
Until the next newsletter, I wish you all a wonderful couple of weeks.
Best wishes,
Mr Cotton
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Attendance updates

Celebration Awards!

Whole school attendance
target: 97%

Over the past two weeks, we have virtually celebrated children gaining gold
and platinum awards, alongside our certificates for maths, English and
effort.

Whole school attendance to
date: 94.23%
Class attendance this term:

Children who have achieved a teacher certificate over the past two weeks
are…
Evelyn S, Belle I

Henry S, Abigail A-S

Sofia G, Sonny G

Arthur A, Chiara M

RSF: 96%

Olivia J India M

Jesse-Jacob S, Pearl M

1AL: 96.9% 1DF: 91.7%

Aleah B, Luna D

Rubysha C, Oscar S

Theo F, Aubrey D

Lily-Mae C, Oliver S

Ben D, Elliot B

Riley M, Azalea C

Ronnie G, Abigail S

Jack S, Amelie B

Zian A, George I

Henley V, Kayde E-R

Kealan P, Jack K

Olivia L, Gabrielle A

Kyran L, Harrison N

Ellie-Rose S, Layla G

Ethan H, Isobel G

Jack B, Louie G

Harry W, Rye B

Lexi S, Oliver M

Oscar C, Casey L

Amelie B, Evie M

2ZH: 95.2% 2EN: 84.6%
3JB: 94.4%

3ND: 98.6%

4NH: 98.9% 4NR: 93.4%
5AF: 96.6% 5EM: 93,6%
6HC: 97.1% 6RH: 96.9%

Well done to all of our certificate winners!

Platinum Awards!
Toby M—For always working incredibly hard and making his teacher proud!
Daisy H—For working very hand in every lesson to improve her skills!
Jacob K—For exceptionally hard work in creating a beautifully presented poem!
Mila H—For putting in an abundance of effort into her home learning!
Sophie B—For creating a stunning model as part of her home
learning project!
Archie W—For an entire day’s worth of excellence!
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If you would like to purchase a book
by Brian Moses, please complete the
order form that the children brought
home from school this week.
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It has been lots of fun sharing this year’s Masked Reader
videos with you! A big thank you goes to all of the team
members who took part.
An even bigger thank you goes to Mrs Constant for creating
all of the videos that have been shared.
And finally, thank you to you, our parents, for getting
involved and for sharing your guesses with us on our
Facebook page. I must admit, some of the readers were
really quite hard to identify!
We are already looking forward to doing the same next
year!
Happy reading, everyone!
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The Eco Warriors are formed of children from every class who were chosen after applying for the
role. We meet fortnightly to discuss ways to make the school more environmentally friendly. We
are currently working towards our Eco Schools Green Flag Award, the most prestigious Eco School
award available. For this we have to work on the Eco Schools ten topics which you can find on
their website https://www.eco-schools.org.uk/ten-topics/
We are currently concentrating our efforts on three topics:
– Energy – Eco Warriors are currently promoting turning off lights and electrical equipment when
leaving the room. The Year 6 Eco Warriors are currently carrying out weekly meter readings to
follow the impact of this campaign.
– Waste – We will be highlighting in assemblies areas where we think waste occurs in school. We
all know about recycling but there are three arrows in the recycle logo and the first two of these
are often forgotten but actually should come first : REDUCE, REUSE and RECYCLE. We will also be
composting as much food waste on site as we can, especially from fruit.
– Water – The Eco Warriors will be making sure taps are off when not in use and will be reporting
any leaks or drips immediately.
The Eco Warriors may be the leaders of this green revolution but they need the whole school to
work together to achieve their aims. Thus, during one of our meetings, we drew up our Eco Code,
a simple set of Eco aims based upon the ten Eco Schools topics that we are committing. This has
now been launched in assembly we now have the whole school committed to its values as well!
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